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The Yoga Sutra, dating from about the third century A.D., distills the essentials of a complex system

of physical and spiritual discipline into 200 brief aphorisms. Yoga is at the heart of all meditative

practice in Asia, yet until now there has been no first-rate English version of this primary text.

Barbara Stoler Miller's translation admirably fills that gap&#151;her clear, strong style and sensitive

phrasing convey every nuance of Patanjali's words, and her commentary offers invaluable guidance

to anyone seeking to understand Indian philosophy or the practice of yoga.The Yoga Sutra does not

propose to offer new knowledge but rather a new perspective on the nature of knowing. As a

method of achieving insight, the discipline of yoga is far from mystical ecstasy or ritual trance. Its

goal is a contemplative intensity that can unbind the constraints of everyday experience, and that

goal helps explain Americans' growing interest in yoga in recent years.This interest has been most

widely expressed in the physical dimension of yoga&#151;the postures known as

hatha-yoga&#151;but attention is increasingly being directed at the philosophy and psychology that

define the discipline. Here the Yoga Sutra shines most brightly; in a world of bewildering complexity

and seductive material culture, this centuries-old text offers powerful techniques for countering

private mental chaos and moral confusion. The Yoga Sutra has great relevance today, and thanks

to Barbara Stoler Miller it is now truly accessible.
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"A text that is really essential to anyone's understanding of Indian philosophy or the practice of

yoga. Barbara Stoler Miller's translation is her masterpiece, a great swan song. It is a most

extraordinary translation, a great translation."&#151;Wendy Doniger, University of Chicago Divinity

School

Really informative! I learned a lot about Yoga, and not the westernized physical version. This will

teach you what Yoga really is and give you some real food for thought.

I got this book for a class I was taking. This book is very small and doesn't have much in it, but it is

rather informative.

Fantastic read and quite scholarly. Recommended by a university professor.

I think this would be a wonderful starting point for anyone who is just starting to explore the Yoga

Sutras. The writing is clear and concise. Without Sanskrit and organized for simplicity , this might be

a good jumping off point for a beginner or just another point of view to add to an ever increasing

number of commentaries on this age old wisdom tradition

excellent translation but a little overly poetic.

Yoga Discipline of Freedom is a great book to learn about the Yoga Sutras. It is easy to read and

understand. I recommend!

nice book

whats not to love?
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